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T

he advent and proliferation of technologies such as mobile
Internet cards and web-conferencing tools mean that corporate executives and directors can now perform their duties
anywhere, at any time. These developments have altered pretrial
litigation in prominent ways, expanding the scope of discovery well
beyond the parameters of the workplace. Although the Federal
Rules of Civil Procedure were recently amended to include rules
governing the discoverability of electronically stored information (ESI),
the amended rules provide little guidance to corporate litigants regarding the discoverability of information that is stored outside their
offices or networks. Rather, courts have been left to decide the
boundaries of corporate litigants’ preservation, disclosure, and
discovery obligations.
This article discusses whether corporations are obliged to
preserve, disclose, and produce relevant ESI that is stored on
their executives’ and directors’ personal hard drives and private
email servers. The discussion does not purport to answer specific questions regarding the discoverability of particular ESI;
whether ESI is discoverable is, in large part, dependent on the
facts and circumstances of each case. Instead, the discussion
is intended to provide a starting point for litigators and their
clients when considering preservation, disclosure, and discovery
obligations in the current climate of ever expanding mobile
technologies.

Discussion
In 2007, the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure were amended to include rules designed to manage discovery of ESI.
Specifically, Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 26(b)(1)(B) now
provides that litigants are entitled to discover any “reasonably accessible” ESI, which is likely to lead to the discovery
of admissible evidence. This same rule provides that ESI that
cannot be gathered absent undue burden or cost is not “reasonably accessible.” But before rushing to the courthouse to
argue that ESI is not discoverable because it is stored on the
home computer or personal email server of a corporate executive or director, corporate litigants and their attorneys should
think again.
Traditional Custody and Control Rules Are Inapplicable
It is unlikely that corporate litigants can avoid producing
responsive ESI, even if that information is stored exclusively
on one of their executive’s or director’s home computer or
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personal email server. Under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure
34(a)(1), upon request, corporate litigants are obliged to produce discoverable information that is within their “custody
and control.” Traditionally, courts have held that evidence is
within a party’s “custody and control” if the party has either
(a) actual possession of the evidence or (b) the legal right to
obtain the evidence upon demand.1 Similarly, courts typically
refuse to hold that evidence is within a corporation’s “custody
and control” when the evidence is created and stored in a
corporate executive’s or director’s home, meaning such information is not discoverable from the corporation.2 Recently,
however, courts have refused to apply traditional “custody and
control” concepts in cases regarding the discoverability of ESI.
A number of courts have held that corporations are obligated to produce ESI created and maintained outside the company’s network or stored exclusively on the home computer
or personal email server of a corporate executive or director.3
As one court explained, where an executive uses a computer
“for work benefiting [the] corporation[,]” that work is discoverable.4 In another case, the court went so far as to suggest
that corporate litigants may, under certain circumstances, be
obligated to turn over ESI even when a third party controls
and maintains the information.5 In In re Triton, the court
ordered the production of relevant ESI, which was stored on
the company’s current and former outside directors’ personal
computers and even admonished the corporation that “it
would have been prudent and within the spirit of the law for
Triton to instruct its officers and directors to preserve and
produce any documents in their [i.e. the directors’] possession, custody, or control.”6 The Triton decision suggest that
the traditional definition of “custody and control” may not be
completely applicable in the electronic age and that corporate
litigants may be ordered to produce responsive information
that their executives and directors create and maintain outside
of the office, notwithstanding substantial privacy and privilege
concerns.
Privacy and Privilege Objections Are No Obstacle
In general, corporate litigants have been unable to prevent
the production of ESI stored on their executives’ and directors’ home computers or personal email servers through broad
privilege or privacy objections.7 Rather than recognizing such
claims, courts have used innovative solutions to assuage privacy and privilege concerns. Instead of preventing discovery
of files created or maintained on the home computers or personal email servers of corporate executives or directors, courts
tend to order that a third-party be commissioned to conduct
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a forensic analysis and retrieve the responsive documents or
that a specific protocol be used to retrieve the information.8
By ordering that parties obtain the requested ESI in this manner, courts have been able to safeguard objectionable data and
ensure that private and privileged information be required to
be produced.
ESI and Litigation Holds
Even if a party takes the position that “custody and control”
should be interpreted narrowly and refuses to produce files
on executives and directors’ personal computers, care should
be taken in deciding whether to preserve such ESI. As Triton
suggests, corporate litigants and their lawyers may have an
affirmative obligation to ensure that relevant emails and other
ESI, which are stored on corporate directors’ and executives’
home computers and personal email servers, be retained and
that litigation holds be extended to preserve such information.9 The case law suggests that corporate entities have a
duty to preserve relevant documents that are stored on the
home computers and personal servers of their directors and
executives and that the duty attaches as soon as litigation is
reasonably anticipated.10 Where litigants and their counsel fail
to extend litigation holds to information stored on corporate
directors’ and employees’ home computers and personal email
servers, they may be subject to sanctions for spoliation of evidence.11
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